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VISUALLY SPEAKING: RESEARCH IN TI-IE VISUA L ARTS AT UB 
The system [of visual la11g11age} is never closed but it is constantly evolving r1ccording to 
mltttral circumstances and the terms of living traditions. 1 
Robert Nelson 
Many texts have been generated in support of the legitimacy of University level research in the 
Visual Arts, bur in essence, the notion that visual language is an evolving and living language 
says it all. Robert Nelson's premise that visual language is responsive to cultural circumstances 
does in fact make it imperative for artists to investigate how the visual is both an agent fo r, and 
an indicator of, cultural ideas and exchange. That those investigations are supported and 
encouraged within a university domain is a recognition of bow cultural issues shape the very 
fabric of human society. The artists in this exhibition, through their studies at the University 
ofBallarat have, like their contemporaries both nationally and internationally, responded to 
the complex challenges of research in the visual am by creating a body of work in tandem with 
a written exegesis. This exhibition is an opportunity for the art work of these fi rst ten years of 
Visual Arts Post-Graduate scudies at the University of Ballarac to be on display: and in b ringing 
these works together for the first time it is an opportunity to reflect on the themes and issues chat 
have motivated and inspired chis research. 
A fitting place to start is with the first PhD awarded in 1999. Maryanne Coutts' "Using Narrative 
Strategies in Contemporary Figurative Painting" was an investigation of verbal and visual 
chinking that allows for the creation and envisioning of a story.~ Coutts' research extends and 
challenges the paradigm of the visual acting as an illustrative moment within a narrative text, to 
the visual enacting a narrative in its own terms. These terms are seen to have parallels with, and 
precedents in, the spoken or written narrative, but ultimately Coutts' images demonstrate the 
strength and vitality of the purely visual and its resolute ability to carry a narrative. Sociologists 
and anthropologists cell us that the human drive to tell stories is almost as fundamental as the 
drive to find food and shelter. Humans, after all, are social beings and have an inherent need 
to tell stories to help make sense of our world and our place in it. T he visual narratives chat 
Coutts created in che process of her research bear witness to chis drive but also create a space for 
imaginative interpretations and readings on che part of che viewer. 
Courcs' work reinvescs in represencacional paincing and d emonscraces how this genre can 
speak co concemporary audiences. 
A scory of a differenc kind has been che investigaced by the mosc recenc PhD graduace. 
"\Vhere Pase and Furure are Gathered: represencations of self and concepts of ageing in the 
r\vency-first cencury" enabled Loris Buccon co invesrigace how the nexus ber\veen ageing and 
identicy is manifest in the visual.3 The role, conventions and rradicions of self-portraiture were 
researched in order rhac Burcon, in che creation of her own work, could argue rhac rhe porcrayal 
of idencicy, cime and ageing are inextricably linked within self-portraiture. Perhaps we have 
become so accuscomed co che images pedalled by cosmetic companies convincing us rhac we 
need co hide and disguise the visible effeccs of ageing char we forger char an image of an aged face 
requires another reading. Burcon's work does just char. She challenges rhe attention co surface 
and che concemporary chinking on images of the ageing face and so reveals char identicy shifts 
and alters over rime. Jn this sense Burcon, like Courts, is inceresced in che narrative char is created 
by visuals: che sense char images of one's face over an extended period of rime disclose and give a 
material presence co rhe scory of one's life. 
The impact of specific scories and issues on people's lives has been researched in a number of 
pose-graduate studies. Emil Milos, for example, in his "Letters co Francisco: Negative Images 
in Arr and the depiction of microsrrucrural elements of rhe human body" rook an innovative 
approach in his research on how imagery of cruelt}' and violence co rhe human body is created 
and read.4 Wirh a background himself, as a humanitarian aid worker, Milos engaged in fictional 
correspondence with artists such as Francisco de Goya and Otto Dix who also witnessed aces 
of cruelcy and inhumanicy and created visuals that explored those evencs. In creating his own 
"negative imagery" Milos argues that rhe exploracion of the intense psychological response 
co violence creaces both a deeply personal bur also universal visual language. Representations 
chat challenge accepted conventions of visual language also informed the research of Fel icicy 
Morcon. In her "Valuing Difference: A visual investigation of the contemporary dep iction of 
Down Syndrome" Marcon invesrigared how the represencation of people with certain medical 
conditions, specifically Down Syndrome, has helped co shape and inform public perceptions.of 
the condition and in turn has had an impact on rhe acceptance of the individual.5 Like Milos, 
Morron drew on her own background and experience. As a worker in the Disabilicy seccor 
Morron was keenly aware of how public perceptions did not match the lived experience. In a 
series of drawn portraits Morton conveyed the sense of personal knowledge and appreciation of 
individual identity that can only emerge through deep knowledge and understanding. Technically 
roo, Morton's work is noteworthy as her work reveals rhe power of drawing as a medium and 
demonstrates chat simple, age-old mark-making can outshine digital wizardry. From the belief 
in the integrity of the individual life evident in Felicity Morton's work ro the belief systems chat 
operate at a public level, John O'Loughlin, "Vessels for Miracles: a tangible expression of an 
umvillingness ro disallow belief" explores the material expression of religious faith.6 Working 
with ceramics, O'Loughlin's work demonstrates how the physicality of three-dimensional objects 
can create a sense of faith and a belief in the spiritual. In his research O'Loughlin investigated 
how traditional objects used and revered in religious ceremonies, particularly chose char deal with 
death and a belief in an after-life, can be made anew and speak ro the concerns of Christian bel ief 
in the 21st century. The works created in chis research also amply demonstrate why rhe medium 
of ceramics has undergone a renaissance in recent times. O'Loughlin's work, like the best in 
contemporary ceramics, marries rogerher the lmowledge and influence of traditional techniques 
with rhe inspiration and sense of experimentation integral ro contemporary art and ideas. The 
fact that the University is regional and is therefore deeply engaged with Australian culcure chat 
is specific ro the rural experience is reflected in the research of a number of post-graduates. 
Julie Bennett, for example, investigated how the perception of familiar landscapes is altered by 
the imposition of sculptural forms. "Where the Sun has fallen ro Earth" deals with the familiar 
landscape and the imposition of forms which then alter char sense of familiarity and bring inco 
question the process of seeing the land.7 The vision of rhe landscape is also vital ro Paul Lambeth 
who in his "IfI Belong Here ... How did chat come robe?" researched how a non-indigenous 
perspective can concribure ro rhe currenc discourse on sense of place in contemporary Anstralia.8 
Colin Donald's "Reflective Space: A personal Journey rowards re-envisioning the Australian 
Landscape" was an investigation of how rhe understanding and visual expression of rhe landscape 
is in a stare of fltLx because of climate and sustainability issues.9 The works created through chis 
research argue for an awareness of a visual ethic based on sustainability. 
There are many other Arcs Academy pose-graduate research projects chat cannot be mentioned 
here specifically. As a group, the evidence of research significance is clearly visible in this 
exhibition but it is also demonstrated by the face char works by these artists are now in the 
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collections of the Art Gallery of Ballarat and elsewhere. Some of these artists have exhibited in 
other regional and commercial galleries as well as tal<.ing pare in juried exhibitions and prize 
shows. The research projects are various in subject matter as are the questions they seek to 
investigate and answer. This diversity is a strength as it reflects the same diversity that is inherent 
in the cultural landscape. There is a unity though, in the essential underpinning of all Arts 
Academy Pose-Graduate research and this is very much in line with the University's Research 
Aims: that is all of these graduates have engaged in research that enables a greater understanding 
of ourselves and of all that surrounds us. 
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